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Adult Bible study continues with Track 1 looking at The Gospel According to John …3 sessions ... A comprehensive
verse-by-verse study of John’s Gospel from Abingdon Press addressing the questions: What does the Bible say?
What truth about God and His relationship to humanity was conveyed to the original audience in the early church?
How can we apply that truth to our lives today?Track 2 will announce any upcoming gatherings as they are
planned and coordinated.
The Track 2 group will schedule and announce classes as they develop.
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We’re participating in the Ministry Fair on Aug. 30 . Melissa will develop the tri fold for the youth learning
program and Nathan will be on hand for the adult learning programs. Melissa will be there after the first service to
answer any questions and Nathan will there at the booth after second service.
We’re changing up Sunday School/Family Faith Formation. Our regular attendance is low for Sunday School. The
participant we do have are mostly older kids and then very young. In response to the changing participation, we’ve
changed our format by making it full time Cross + Generational. Our youth will begin the BibleSong studies of the
Bible and using the Faith5 platform. This platform will allow weekly participation at church with follow up at home
during the week.
We sent out an email to the congregation as invitation to participate. It was also included in last week’s bulletin.
Our hope is that this will encourage more attendance, grow our congregation community and strengthen our
ability to tie our weekly lessons into daily life. We also are hopeful that this format will give a glimpse of what
visual learning and enhancement can happen in the church services with the additional AV equipment.
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